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The Jester Oct 15 2022 You are about to begin
the most thrilling James Patterson novel yet.
Hugh De Luc returns from the Crusades to
discover that his terrifying nightmare has just
begun. Merciless killers have slain his young
son, kidnapped his wife, Sophie, and destroyed
his town in their search for a priceless relic
from the Crucifixion. Hugh's quest to find
Sophie is one of the most pulse-pounding
adventures, mysteries, and unforgettable love
stories in all of thriller fiction.
The Andrew Gross Thriller May 02 2024 Get

three contemporary thrillers from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Andrew Gross in one
e-book, including: The Blue Zone, Eyes Wide
Open, and 15 Seconds. The Blue Zone—The
electrifying thriller about a young woman
searching for her father who has gone missing
from the Witness Protection Program. Eyes
Wide Open—A man looks for the truth behind
his nephew's suicide and finds something much
more sinister. 15 Seconds—15 Seconds can tear
your life apart. This is a lightning-paced story of
a desperate man on the run, trying to save his
family from the faceless enemy that's
determined to destroy them all.
The Dark Tide Mar 20 2023 A woman must
uncover the secrets of her dead husband’s past
in this electrifying thriller from the author of
the New York Times bestseller The Blue Zone.
An explosion rips through New York City's
Grand Central Station one morning, destroying
the train Karen Friedman's husband, a
successful hedge fund manager, is riding in to
work. Days later, with many bodies still
unidentifiable, Karen resigns herself to the
awful truth: her husband of eighteen years is
dead. On that same day, a suspicious hit-and-
run accident leaves a young man dead in
Karen's hometown of Greenwich, Connecticut.
Ty Hauck, a detective, becomes emotionally

caught up in the case and finds a clue that
shockingly connects the two seemingly
unrelated events. Months later, two men show
up at Karen's home digging into Charles's
business dealings. Hundreds of millions of
dollars are missing—and the trail points
squarely to Charles. With doubt suddenly cast
on everything she has ever known, Karen, with
Hauck, steps into a widening storm of hedge
fund losses, international scams, and murder.
And as the investigations converge, these two
strangers touched by tragedy are pulled into a
deepening relationship and unwittingly open
the door to a twisted—and deadly—conspiracy.
Planetary Health Aug 01 2021 Human health
depends on the health of the planet. Earth’s
natural systems—the air, the water, the
biodiversity, the climate—are our life support
systems. Yet climate change, biodiversity loss,
scarcity of land and freshwater, pollution and
other threats are degrading these systems. The
emerging field of planetary health aims to
understand how these changes threaten our
health and how to protect ourselves and the
rest of the biosphere. Planetary Health:
Protecting Nature to Protect Ourselves
provides a readable introduction to this new
paradigm. With an interdisciplinary approach,
the book addresses a wide range of health



impacts felt in the Anthropocene, including
food and nutrition, infectious disease, non-
communicable disease, dislocation and conflict,
and mental health. It also presents strategies to
combat environmental changes and its ill-
effects, such as controlling toxic exposures,
investing in clean energy, improving urban
design, and more. Chapters are authored by
widely recognized experts. The result is a
comprehensive and optimistic overview of a
growing field that is being adopted by
researchers and universities around the world.
Students of public health will gain a solid
grounding in the new challenges their
profession must confront, while those in the
environmental sciences, agriculture, the design
professions, and other fields will become
familiar with the human consequences of
planetary changes. Understanding how our
changing environment affects our health is
increasingly critical to a variety of disciplines
and professions. Planetary Health is the
definitive guide to this vital field.
Killing Hour Dec 17 2022 SPECIAL PRICE
FOR ONE MONTH ONLY. A jaw-dropping
thriller from the co-author of five No. 1 James
Patterson bestsellers including Judge and Jury
and Lifeguard, and the hit thrillers The Blue
Zone and Reckless.
15 Seconds Sep 01 2021 “A total white
knuckle, stay-up-all-night thrill ride. Enjoyed
the heck out of it!” —Harlan Coben “A top-
notch thriller writer.” —Chicago Sun Times “A
master of no-nonsense, good, old-fashioned

suspense.” —Steve Berry, New York Times
bestselling author of The Jefferson Key A writer
“in the company of Child and Coben”
(Connecticut Post), New York Times bestseller
Andrew Gross is the acclaimed author of The
Blue Zone, Eyes Wide Open, and other
exceptional suspense thrillers. Now, with 15
Seconds, he delivers an electrifying, lightning-
paced story of a desperate man on the run,
trying to save his family from the faceless
enemy that’s determined to destroy them all. A
gripping tale of a life turned upside-down in 15
Seconds, Gross’s stunner is a must for fans of
James Patterson, David Baldacci, Jeffery
Deaver, Lisa Gardner, Nelson DeMille, Tess
Gerritsen, or anyone who likes action and
suspense done to perfection.
Reckless May 22 2023 “Reckless is a sexy-as-
hell thriller and Andrew Gross’s best.” —James
Patterson “Fantastic….An automatic must read
for lovers of fast, topical, can’t-put-it-down
thrillers.” —Lee Child “Bold, brainy and
chilling, you won’t be able to put this book
down.” —Linda Fairstein #1 New York Times
bestselling author Andrew Gross soars to
breathtaking new heights with Reckless—as
investigator Ty Hauck, hero of The Dark Tide
and Don’t Look Twice, follows the threads of a
brutal murder of a Connecticut family into the
heart of a terrifying conspiracy.
The Wind Chill Factor Jan 18 2023 A man is
endangered by his family’s long-ago Nazi ties in
this “riveting” thriller by a New York
Times–bestselling author (Rolling Stone). His

marriage destroyed by drinking, John Cooper
returns to Cambridge, Massachusetts, trying to
recapture the joy he felt as an undergraduate in
Harvard University’s sacred halls. He is just
beginning to piece his life together when he
gets a telegram calling him home to Minnesota.
The message comes from Buenos Aires, and
with Cooper’s family history, that can mean
only one thing: The Nazis are staging a
comeback. To John and his brother, their
grandfather was a kind, distinguished old man.
But to the American people, he was the worst
kind of traitor. An industrialist who spent the
1930s in business with Fascists, he became
infamous as “America’s Number One Nazi.”
When Hitler’s old lieutenants decide to get
together a Fourth Reich, the Coopers are the
first family they call. John hasn’t even made it
to Minnesota when the first attempt on his life
comes—a message that if he isn’t ready to
honor his family legacy, he will die for it.
Skyward Inn Jun 30 2021 ARTHUR C. CLARKE
AWARD FINALIST 2022 Drink down the brew
and dream of a better Earth. Skyward Inn,
within the high walls of the Western
Protectorate, is a place of safety, where people
come together to tell stories of the time before
the war with Qita. But safety from what? Qita
surrendered without complaint when Earth
invaded; Innkeepers Jem and Isley, veterans
from either side, have regrets but few scars.
Their peace is disturbed when a visitor known
to Isley comes to the Inn asking for help,
bringing reminders of an unnerving past and



triggering an uncertain future. Did humanity
really win the war?
Everything to Lose Nov 27 2023 A determined,
(down on her luck,) mother caring for her
handicapped son becomes entangled in a
murderous conspiracy to keep a twenty year old
secret buried in this blistering thriller, set
during the tragic aftermath of Hurricane
Sandy, from Andrew Gross, the New York
Times bestselling author of 15 Seconds and No
Way Back. While driving along a suburban back
road, Hilary Blum, who's just lost her job and
whose deadbeat husband has left her alone to
care for her son with Asperger's, witnesses a
freakish accident. A car ahead of her careens
down a hill and slams into a tree. Stopping to
help, she discovers the driver dead—and a
satchel stuffed with a half a million dollars.
That money could prevent her family's ruin and
keep her special needs son in school. In an
instant, this honest, achieving woman who has
always done the responsible thing makes a
decision that puts her in the center of
maelstrom of dark consequences and life-
threatening recriminations—a terrifying
scheme involving a twenty-year-old murder, an
old woman who's life has been washed out to
sea, and a powerful figure bent to keep the
secret that can destroy him hidden. With
everything to lose, everything she loves, Hilary
connects to a determined cop from Staten
Island, reeling from the disaster of Sandy, to
bring down an enemy who will stop at nothing
to keep what that money was meant to silence,

still buried.
The Blue Zone Nov 15 2022 From the number
one New York Times bestselling coauthor of
Judge & Jury and Lifeguard comes this
electrifying solo debut, The Blue Zone. Kate
Raab's life seems almost perfect: her boyfriend,
her job, her family . . . until her father runs into
trouble with the law. His only recourse is to
testify against his former accomplices in
exchange for his family's placement in the
Witness Protection Program. But one of them
gets cold feet. In a flash, everything Kate can
count on is gone. Now, a year later, her worst
fears have happened: Her father has
disappeared—into what the WITSEC agency
calls "the blue zone"—and someone close to him
is found brutally murdered. With her family
under surveillance, the FBI untrustworthy, and
her father's menacing "friends" circling with
increasing intensity, Kate sets off to find her
father—and uncover the secrets someone will
kill to keep buried.
The Fifth Column Dec 29 2023 “One of the best
historical thriller authors in the business... [A]
stellar novel.” —Associated Press #1 New York
Times bestselling author of The One Man
Andrew Gross once again delivers a tense,
stirring thriller of a family torn apart set
against the backdrop of a nation plunged into
war. February, 1939. Europe teeters on the
brink of war. In New York City, twenty-two
thousand cheering Nazi supporters pack
Madison Square Garden for a raucous, hate-
filled rally. In a Hell’s Kitchen bar, Charles

Mossman is reeling from the loss of his job and
the demise of his marriage when a group
draped in Nazi flags barges in. Drunk, Charlie
takes a swing at one with tragic results and a
torrent of unintended consequences follows.
Two years later. America is wrestling with
whether to enter the growing war. Charles’s
estranged wife and six-year-old daughter,
Emma, now live in a quiet brownstone in the
German-speaking New York City neighborhood
of Yorkville, where support for Hitler is
common. Charles, just out of prison, struggles
to put his life back together, while across the
hall from his family, a kindly Swiss couple,
Trudi and Willi Bauer, have taken a liking to
Emma. But Charles begins to suspect that they
might not be who they say they are. As the
threat of war grows, and fears of a “fifth
column”—German spies embedded into
everyday life—are everywhere, Charles puts
together that the seemingly amiable Bauers
may be part of a sinister conspiracy. When
Pearl Harbor is attacked and America can no
longer sit on the sideline, that conspiracy turns
into a deadly threat with Charles the only one
who can see it and Emma, an innocent pawn.
The Bone Box Sep 13 2022 Birdy Waterman
stars in a riveting short story that will chill you
to the bone—from the #1 New York
Timesbestselling author of If You Tell. They call
it the Bone Box. A collection of old cases, solved
and unsolved, that continue to haunt forensic
pathologist Birdy Waterman. None is more
disturbing than the first. After two decades,



Birdy still remembers the screaming. The blood
on the boy’s hands. The body of a girl,
butchered in the woods. Birdy’s testimony
helped put her own cousin behind bars. It was a
sacrifice for what she thought was right—but
now, twenty years later, she wants to reopen
the box. Reexamine the evidence. And rekindle
her fears that a killer walked free—and is closer
than ever. Praise for Gregg Olsen’s Novels
“Grabs you by the throat.”—Kay Hooper “An
irresistible page-turner.”—Kevin O’Brien “Olsen
writes rapid-fire page-turners.”—The Seattle
Times “Frightening . . . a nail-biter.”—Suspense
Magazine “A work of dark, gripping
suspense.”—Anne Frasier “Truly a great
read.”—Mystery Scene Magazine
Along Came a Spider Feb 24 2021 Discover the
classic thriller that launched the #1 detective
series of the past twenty-five years, now one of
PBS's "100 Great American Reads" Alex Cross
is a homicide detective with a Ph.D. in
psychology. He works and lives in the ghettos
of D. C. and looks like Muhammad Ali in his
prime. He's a tough guy from a tough part of
town who wears Harris Tweed jackets and likes
to relax by banging out Gershwin tunes on his
baby grand piano. But he also has two adorable
kids of his own, and they are his own special
vulnerabilities. Jezzie Flanagan is the first
woman ever to hold the highly sensitive job as
supervisor of the Secret Service in Washington.
Blond, mysterious, seductive, she's got an outer
shell that's as tough as it is beautiful. She rides
her black BMW motorcycle at speeds of no less

than 100 mph. What is she running from? What
is her secret? Alex Cross and Jezzie Flanagan
are about to have a forbidden love affair-at the
worst possible time for both of them. Because
Gary Soneji, who wants to commit the "crime of
the century," is playing at the top of his game.
Soneji has outsmarted the FBI, the Secret
Service, and the police. Who will be his next
victim? Gary Soneji is every parent's worst
nightmare. He has become Alex Cross's
nightmare. And now, reader, he's about to
become yours.
3rd Degree Dec 05 2021 The #1 bestselling
new mystery series of the past decade comes
roaring back with 3rd Degree, a shockingly
suspenseful thriller featuring the Women's
Murder Club. One of James Patterson's best
loved heroines is about to die. Detective
Lindsay Boxer is jogging along a beautiful San
Francisco street when a fiery explosion rips
through the neighborhood. A town house owned
by an Internet millionaire is immediately
engulfed in flames, and when Lindsay plunges
inside to search for survivors, she finds three
people dead. An infant who lived in the house
cannot be found - and a mysterious message at
the scene leaves Lindsay and the San Francisco
Police Department completely baffled. Then a
prominent businessman is found murdered
under bizarre circumstances, with another
mysterious message left behind by the killer.
Lindsay asks her friends Claire Washburn of the
medical examiner's office, Assistant D.A. Jill
Bernhardt, and Chronicle reporter Cindy

Thomas to help her figure out who is
committing these murders-and why they are
intent on killing someone every three days.
Even more terrifying, the killer has targeted
one of the four friends who call themselves the
Women's Murder Club. Which one will it be?
While the investigation rages furiously, Lindsay
works very closely with a federal officer
assigned to the case. At the same time, she
learns that one member of the Women's Murder
Club is hiding a secret so dangerous and
unbelievable that it could destroy them all.
The Tears of Autumn Aug 13 2022 A rogue
agent crisscrosses the globe to investigate the
assassination of JFK in this acclaimed spy novel
by the acclaimed author of The Miernik
Dossier. When President Kennedy is shot in
Dallas, the nation is shocked and mystified. But
American spy Paul Christopher has a different
perspective. He believes he knows who
arranged the assassination and why. But if his
theory is correct, it would destroy the dead
president’s image and endanger vital foreign
policy. Christopher is therefore ordered to end
his investigation. Determined to uncover the
truth, Christopher resigns from the Agency and
embarks on a quest that takes him from Paris to
Rome, Zurich, the Congo, and Saigon.
Threatened by Kennedy’s assassins and by his
own government, Christopher follows the scent
of his suspicion into the dark heart of a
geopolitical conspiracy. The Tears of Autumn is
an incisive study of power and a brilliant
commentary on the force of illusion, the grip of



superstition, and the overwhelming strength of
blood and family in the affairs of a nation.
Judge & Jury Nov 03 2021 From #1
bestselling author James Patterson comes the
ultimate legal thriller where the judge and jury
are terrified. The verdict: run for your life.
Failing to escape jury duty, aspiring actress
Andie DeGrasse ends up as Juror #11 in a
landmark case. In this new Trial of the Century,
a Mafia don known as the Electrician is linked
to hundreds of gruesome crimes. Tracking this
ruthless killer for years, senior FBI agent Nick
Pellisante fears that the defendant's power
reaches far beyond the courtroom, even if the
FBI's evidence is ironclad. Just as the jury
finishes deliberations, the Electrician makes a
devastating move that shocks the entire nation -
and shatters Andie's world. Now she and
Pellisante must hunt for the Electrician before
he executes his most horrifying endgame.
The Killing Hour Feb 29 2024 Each time he
struck, he took two victims. Day after day, he
waited for the first body to be discovered--a
body containing all the clues the investigators
needed to find the second victim, who
waited...prey to a slow but certain death. The
clock ticked--salvation was possible. The police
were never in time. Years have passed; but for
this killer, time has stood still. As a heat wave
of epic proportions descends, the game begins
again. Two girls have disappeared...and the
clock is ticking. Rookie FBI agent Kimberly
Quincy knows the killer’s deadline can be met.
But she’ll have to break some rules to beat an

exactingly vicious criminal at a game he’s had
time to perfect. For the Killing Hour has
arrived....
2nd Chance Jul 24 2023 The Women's Murder
Club returns for another thrilling crime
investigation. Will their skills be enough to take
down a brutal madman? A brutal madman
sprays bullets into a crowd of children leaving a
San Francisco church. Miraculously-or was it
intentionally?-only one person dies. Then an
elderly black woman is hung. Police homicide
inspector Lindsay Boxer senses a connection
and together with medical examiner Claire,
assistant D. A. Jill, and Chronicle reporter
Cindy, finds a link that sends a chill through the
entire nation. This killer's motives are
unspeakable. In this "inventive" installment of
the Women's Murder Club, James Patterson
proves once again why he is the #1 master of
the murder mystery (Sunday Times).
The Last Brother May 10 2022 From
International Number One Bestseller Andrew
Gross, The Last Brother is the thrilling
historical novel about three brothers and the
Mafia in 1930s New York. United by blood
1930s New York City. Three brothers grow up
poor on the Lower East Side, until the death of
their father forces them to find work to support
their family. Each brother takes a different
path. Divided by ambition Twelve-year-old
Morris Rabishevsky apprentices himself to a
garment manufacturer with the aim of running
the business. Sol, six years older, heads to
accounting school but is forced to drop out.

Scarred by a family tragedy, Harry falls under
the spell of the charismatic Louis Buchalter,
who in a few short years becomes the most
ruthless mobster in town. Torn apart by conflict
Morris convinces Sol to go into business with
him, but Harry can't be lured away from the
glamour, power and money of the mob. As their
business grows, Buchalter sets his sights on the
unions that control the garment maker's
factories, setting up a fatal showdown that
could bring them together or shatter their
family forever.
Eyes Wide Open LP Jun 03 2024 A horrible
family tragedy that may not be what it seems . .
. A past encounter with an infamous killer turns
deadly today . . . An ordinary man must risk his
own family to find the truth. Jay Erlich’s
nephew has been found at the bottom of a cliff
at Morrow Bay. It’s all just a tragic suicide,
until secrets from the past begin to rear up
again. Did a notorious killer, jailed for many
decades, have his hand in this? When Jay heads
out west to help his grieving brother, he is
pulled back into his past—and begins to suspect
that his nephew’s suicide may not have been a
suicide at all. With eyes wide open, Jay puts his
own life at risk to uncover the truth, a quest
that goes beyond the edge of madness and a
family haunted by a secret past . . . and into the
depths of evil.
15 Seconds Jan 30 2024 ‘A total white knuckle
stay-up-all-night thrill ride’ (Harlan Coben)
from the bestselling author of Reckless and
Killing Hour. Fifteen seconds can tear a life



apart..
The Zone of Interest Mar 27 2021 NOW A
MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • AN NPR BEST
BOOK OF THE YEAR • From one the most
virtuosic authors in the English language: a
powerful novel, written with urgency and moral
force, that explores life—and love—among the
Nazi bureaucrats of Auschwitz. "A
masterpiece.... Profound, powerful and morally
urgent.... A benchmark for what serious
literature can achieve." —San Francisco
Chronicle Martin Amis first tackled the
Holocaust in 1991 with his bestselling novel
Time's Arrow. He returns again to the Shoah
with this astonishing portrayal of life in "the
zone of interest," or "kat zet"—the Nazis'
euphemism for Auschwitz. The narrative
rotates among three main characters: Paul Doll,
the crass, drunken camp commandant;
Thomsen, nephew of Hitler's private secretary,
in love with Doll's wife; and Szmul, one of the
Jewish prisoners charged with disposing of the
bodies. Through these three narrative threads,
Amis summons a searing, profound, darkly
funny portrait of the most infamous place in
history. An epilogue by the author elucidates
Amis's reasons and method for undertaking this
extraordinary project.
Open Access Apr 28 2021 A concise
introduction to the basics of open access,
describing what it is (and isn't) and showing
that it is easy, fast, inexpensive, legal, and
beneficial. The Internet lets us share perfect
copies of our work with a worldwide audience

at virtually no cost. We take advantage of this
revolutionary opportunity when we make our
work “open access”: digital, online, free of
charge, and free of most copyright and
licensing restrictions. Open access is made
possible by the Internet and copyright-holder
consent, and many authors, musicians,
filmmakers, and other creators who depend on
royalties are understandably unwilling to give
their consent. But for 350 years, scholars have
written peer-reviewed journal articles for
impact, not for money, and are free to consent
to open access without losing revenue. In this
concise introduction, Peter Suber tells us what
open access is and isn't, how it benefits authors
and readers of research, how we pay for it, how
it avoids copyright problems, how it has moved
from the periphery to the mainstream, and
what its future may hold. Distilling a decade of
Suber's influential writing and thinking about
open access, this is the indispensable book on
the subject for researchers, librarians,
administrators, funders, publishers, and policy
makers.
The One Man Aug 25 2023 “As moving as it is
gripping. A winner on all fronts.”—Booklist
(starred review) “Heart-pounding...This is
Gross’s best work yet, with his heart and soul
imprinted on every page.”—Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) Poland. 1944. Alfred Mendl
and his family are brought on a crowded train
to a Nazi concentration camp after being
caught trying to flee Paris with forged papers.
His family is torn away from him on arrival, his

life’s work burned before his eyes. To the
guards, he is just another prisoner, but in fact
Mendl—a renowned physicist—holds knowledge
that only two people in the world possess. And
the other is already at work for the Nazi war
machine. Four thousand miles away, in
Washington, DC, Intelligence lieutenant Nathan
Blum routinely decodes messages from
occupied Poland. Having escaped the Krakow
ghetto as a teenager after the Nazis executed
his family, Nathan longs to do more for his new
country in the war. But never did he expect the
proposal he receives from “Wild” Bill Donovan,
head of the OSS: to sneak into the most
guarded place on earth, a living hell, on a
mission to find and escape with one man, the
one man the Allies believe can ensure them
victory in the war. Bursting with compelling
characters and tense story lines, this historical
thriller from New York Times bestseller Andrew
Gross is a deeply affecting, unputdownable
series of twists and turns through a landscape
at times horrifyingly familiar but still
completely new and compelling.
The Blue Zone with Bonus Material Oct 27
2023 For a limited time, discover Andrew
Gross's first stand alone novel, The Blue Zone,
including an exclusive excerpt from his
forthcoming book, Eyes Wide Open (Available
July 12). In The Blue Zone . . . Kate Raab's life
seems almost perfect: her boyfriend, her job,
her family . . . until her father runs into trouble
with the law. His only recourse is to testify
against his former accomplices in exchange for



his family's placement in the Witness Protection
Program. But one of them gets cold feet. In a
flash, everything Kate can count on is gone.
Now, a year later, her worst fears have
happened: Her father has disappeared—into
what the WITSEC agency calls "the blue
zone"—and someone close to him is found
brutally murdered. With her family under
surveillance, the FBI untrustworthy, and her
father's menacing "friends" circling with
increasing intensity, Kate sets off to find her
father—and uncover the secrets someone will
kill to keep buried.
Reckless With a Bonus Excerpt Jan 06 2022 For
a limited time and a special price, discover
Reckless, the New York Times bestselling novel
by Andrew Gross, plus the first three chapters
from his next novel, 15 Seconds, a thrilling,
fast-paced story of a man, on the run, desperate
to prove his innocence and to save his family’s
lives. 15 Seconds will be available wherever
books are sold July 10th.
Reckless LP Jun 10 2022 Ty Hauck is shattered
by the news. A close friend from his past, along
with her husband and daughter, has been
brutally murdered in her home by vicious
intruders. Now he will risk everything he loves
to avenge her death. . . . A wealthy banker,
seeing his world about to crumble around him,
knows his family is in unfathomable danger. . . .
A U.S. government agent watches the sudden
bank transfers of millions in cash and suspects
that this is the first step in a plot to unleash a
wave of global panic. . . . Ty Hauck hunts the

murderer of a friend—and steps into the
crosshairs of a sinister conspiracy—in this most
electrifying novel yet from New York Times
bestselling thriller master Andrew Gross
Private security investigator Ty Hauck, with
Naomi Blum, a tenacious agent from the U.S.
Department of Treasury, unravels the evidence
that joins these seemingly unrelated
events—revealing a reckless scheme that
stretches from New York to London to central
Europe and gives new meaning to the phrase
"too big to fail." What began with a tragedy that
opened a door to Hauck's past—a door that he
thought was long closed—ends with a frantic
race to avert a disaster that could shake the
very security of our country—and even the
world.
The Cold Start Problem Feb 04 2022 A startup
executive and investor draws on expertise
developed at the premier venture capital firm
Andreessen Horowitz and as an executive at
Uber to address how tech’s most successful
products have solved the dreaded "cold start
problem”—by leveraging network effects to
launch and scale toward billions of users.
Although software has become easier to build,
launching and scaling new products and
services remains difficult. Startups face
daunting challenges entering the technology
ecosystem, including stiff competition,
copycats, and ineffective marketing channels.
Teams launching new products must consider
the advantages of “the network effect,” where a
product or service’s value increases as more

users engage with it. Apple, Google, Microsoft,
and other tech giants utilize network effects,
and most tech products incorporate them,
whether they’re messaging apps, workplace
collaboration tools, or marketplaces. Network
effects provide a path for fledgling products to
break through, attracting new users through
viral growth and word of mouth. Yet most
entrepreneurs lack the vocabulary and context
to describe them—much less understand the
fundamental principles that drive the effect.
What exactly are network effects? How do
teams create and build them into their
products? How do products compete in a
market where every player has them? Andrew
Chen draws on his experience and on
interviews with the CEOs and founding teams
of LinkedIn, Twitch, Zoom, Dropbox, Tinder,
Uber, Airbnb, and Pinterest to offer unique
insights in answering these questions. Chen
also provides practical frameworks and
principles that can be applied across products
and industries. The Cold Start Problem reveals
what makes winning networks thrive, why some
startups fail to successfully scale, and, most
crucially, why products that create and
compete using the network effect are vitally
important today.
Lifeguard Apr 20 2023 High risk, high reward:
a $5 million heist is the perfect job for Ned
Kelly. But when it all goes horribly wrong, he
discovers a world of secrets and sabotage.
Working as a lifeguard at a luxurious Florida
resort, Ned Kelly meets the woman of his



dreams. It feels perfect in every way-except
that she's used to caviar and Manolo Blahniks,
and he's used to burgers and flip-flops. So when
Ned's cousin offers to cut him in on a fast
break-and-enter job, he can't turn it down. The
risk is high, and the reward is even greater-$5
million. But the robbery goes devastatingly
wrong. Forced to run away from his town and
the woman he's fallen in love with, Ned knows
that only distance and secrecy can save his life.
But who is pursuing him? The FBI? Whoever
sabotaged the heist? Or is it all somehow tied in
to his new love-and his oldest enemies?
Discover a vivid and nail-biting crime thriller
from "one of America's most influential
authors" (New York Times). You won't be able
to put it down.
The Jester Mar 08 2022
The Saboteur Jun 22 2023 Based on the true
story of Operation Gunnerside—the Britain-
sponsored mission that sent Norwegian
commandos into the Nazi-occupied Telemark
region of their country to destroy the enemy’s
nuclear weapons program—New York Times
bestselling author Andrew Gross’s The
Saboteur is a riveting World War II thriller of
espionage and action. February, 1943. Both the
Allies and the Nazis are closing in on attempts
to construct the decisive weapon of the war.
Kurt Nordstrum, an engineer in Oslo, puts his
life aside to take up arms against the Germans
as part of the Norwegian resistance. After the
loss of his fiancée, and with his outfit whittled
to shreds, he commandeers a coastal steamer

and escapes to England to transmit secret
evidence of the Nazis’s progress towards an
atomic bomb at an isolated factory in Norway.
There, he joins a team of dedicated Norwegians
in training in the Scottish Highlands for a
mission to disrupt the Nazis’ plans before they
advance any further. Parachuted onto the most
unforgiving terrain in Europe, braving the
fiercest of mountain storms, Nordstrum and his
team attempt the most daring raid of the war,
targeting the heavily-guarded factory built on a
shelf of rock thought to be impregnable, a
mission even they know they likely will not
survive. Months later, Nordstrum is called upon
again to do the impossible, opposed by both
elite Nazi soldiers and a long-standing enemy
who is now a local collaborator—one man
against overwhelming odds, with the fate of the
war in the balance, but the choice to act means
putting the one person he has a chance to love
in peril.
Reckless Jan 23 2021 From the best-selling
author of Don't Look Twice comes another nail-
biting thriller, sure to keep readers on the edge
of their seats.
Button Man Sep 25 2023 “Mr. Gross's direct
style is full of sentiment but never maudlin and
well-suited to scenes of violent action. Button
Man has plenty of zip–and lots of moxie, too."
–Wall Street Journal "This is a big, heartfelt
handshake of a book, with all the street-
scrambling energy that distinguishes the best
fiction of Jeffrey Archer and Mario Puzo." –USA
Today Following up The One Man and The

Saboteur, Gross's next historical thriller brings
to life the drama of the birth of organized crime
in 1930s New York City from the tale of one
family. After a string of New York Times
bestselling suburban thrillers, Andrew Gross
has reinvented himself as a writer of historical
thrillers. In his latest novel, Button Man, he
delivers a stirring story of a Jewish family
brought together in the dawn of the women's
garment business and torn apart by the birth of
organized crime in New York City in the 1930s.
Morris, Sol, and Harry Rabishevsky grew up
poor and rough in a tiny flat on the Lower East
Side, until the death of their father thrust them
into having to fend for themselves and support
their large family. Morris, the youngest,
dropped out of school at twelve years old and
apprenticed himself to a garment cutter in a
clothing factory; Sol headed to accounting
school; but Harry, scarred by a family tragedy,
fell in with a gang of thugs as a teenager.
Morris steadily climbs through the ranks at the
factory until at twenty-one he finally goes out
on his own, convincing Sol to come work with
him. But Harry can't be lured away from the
glamour, the power, and the money that come
from his association with Louis Buchalter,
whom Morris has battled with since his youth
and who has risen to become the most ruthless
mobster in New York. And when Buchalter sets
his sights on the unions that staff the garment
makers' factories, a fatal showdown is
inevitable, pitting brother against brother. This
new novel is equal parts historical thriller, rich



with the detail of a vibrant New York City in the
1920s and 1930s, and family saga, based on
Andrew Gross's own family story and on the
history of the era, complete with appearances
by real-life characters like mobsters Louis
Lepke and Dutch Schultz and special
prosecutor Thomas Dewey, and cements
Gross's reputation as today's most atmospheric
and original historical thriller writer.
Flowers In The Attic Oct 03 2021 Celebrate
the fortieth anniversary of the enduring gothic
masterpiece Flowers in the Attic—the
unforgettable forbidden love story that earned
V.C. Andrews a fiercely devoted fan base and
became an international cult classic. At the top
of the stairs there are four secrets
hidden—blond, innocent, and fighting for their
lives… They were a perfect and beautiful
family—until a heartbreaking tragedy shattered
their happiness. Now, for the sake of an
inheritance that will ensure their future, the
children must be hidden away out of sight, as if
they never existed. They are kept in the attic of
their grandmother’s labyrinthine mansion,
isolated and alone. As the visits from their
seemingly unconcerned mother slowly dwindle,
the four children grow ever closer and depend
upon one another to survive both this cramped
world and their cruel grandmother. A
suspenseful and thrilling tale of family, greed,
murder, and forbidden love, Flowers in the
Attic is the unputdownable first novel of the
epic Dollanganger family saga. The
Dollanganger series includes: Flowers in the

Attic, Petals in the Wind, If There Be Thorns,
Seeds of Yesterday, Garden of Shadows,
Beneath the Attic, and Out of the Attic.
Social Knowledge in the Making May 29
2021 Over the past quarter century,
researchers have successfully explored the
inner workings of the physical and biological
sciences using a variety of social and historical
lenses. Inspired by these advances, the
contributors to Social Knowledge in the Making
turn their attention to the social sciences,
broadly construed. The result is the first
comprehensive effort to study and understand
the day-to-day activities involved in the creation
of social-scientific and related forms of
knowledge about the social world. The essays
collected here tackle a range of previously
unexplored questions about the practices
involved in the production, assessment, and use
of diverse forms of social knowledge. A stellar
cast of multidisciplinary scholars addresses
topics such as the changing practices of
historical research, anthropological data
collection, library usage, peer review, and
institutional review boards. Turning to the
world beyond the academy, other essays focus
on global banks, survey research organizations,
and national security and economic policy
makers. Social Knowledge in the Making is a
landmark volume for a new field of inquiry, and
the bold new research agenda it proposes will
be welcomed in the social science, the
humanities, and a broad range of nonacademic
settings.

Mixed Emotions Apr 08 2022 In recent years,
it’s become increasingly clear that emotion
plays a central role in global politics. For
example, people readily care about acts of
terrorism and humanitarian crises because they
appeal to our compassion for human suffering.
These struggles also command attention where
social interactions have the power to produce
or intensify the emotional responses of those
who participate in them. From passionate
protests to poignant speeches, Andrew A. G.
Ross analyzes high-emotion events with an eye
to how they shape public sentiment and finds
that there is no single answer. The politically
powerful play to the public’s emotions to
advance their political aims, and such appeals
to emotion also often serve to sustain existing
values and institutions. But the affective
dimension can produce profound change,
particularly when a struggle in the present can
be shown to line up with emotionally resonant
events from the past. Extending his findings to
well-studied conflicts, including the War on
Terror and the violence in Rwanda and the
Balkans, Ross identifies important sites of
emotional impact missed by earlier research
focused on identities and interests.
No Way Back Feb 16 2023 The heart-stopping
new novel from the co-author of five No. 1
James Patterson bestsellers including Judge
and Jury and Lifeguard, and the hit thrillers The
Blue Zone and Reckless.
Eyes Wide Open Apr 01 2024 “Gross is a top-
notch thriller writer.” —Chicago Sun-Times



“Andrew Gross knows how to make your skin
crawl. Eyes Wide Open should be read with the
door shut and the lights on; a truly terrifying
descent into evil.” —Nelson DeMille New York
Times bestselling author Andrew Gross
solidifies his position as one of today’s very best
suspense authors with Eyes Wide Open. Joining
his previous bestsellers The Blue Zone, The
Dark Tide, Don’t Look Twice, and Reckless,
Eyes Wide Open is another brilliant example of
the contemporary thriller done absolutely right.
In this relentlessly exciting page-turner, a man
must investigate a shattering personal tragedy
that is somehow connected with a charismatic
cult leader from the ‘60s. James Patterson,
Harlan Coben, David Baldacci, John Grisham,
Jonathan Kellerman, Jeffery Deaver, Lisa
Gardner, Nelson DeMille, Tess
Gerritsen—Andrew Gross stands tall in their
elite company.
The Andrew Gross Jul 12 2022 Get three
electrifying thrillers from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Andrew Gross in one e-book,
including: The Dark Tide, Don't Look Twice,
and Reckless. Thriller readers will love Ty
Hauk, the Greenwich, Connecticut detective
who finds himself caught in a deadly maze of
cover-up and corruption involving frightening
financial conspiracy.
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